Mock Exam C1

Part 4 – Listening Comprehension
Task 1: Questions 1 – 10
You are going to hear a report about Stonehenge, the ancient circle of stones. For Questions 110, listen to the recording and complete the sentences with expressions from the text. You can write
up to five words (compound words count two). You will hear the text twice. You will receive 1 point
for each correct sentence.
Now you will have two minutes to read the sentences.
Now you will have two minutes to answer the questions. Write your answers on the Answer Sheet.
1. Stonehenge is said to ............................................. for at least 4000 years. (4 words)
2. Stonehenge people knew ..................................................... and sound.(3-4word)
3. The meaning of Stonehenge ..................................................... for centuries (3 words)
4. The people of the recently discovered village may have been ............................................. who
built Stonehenge. (2 words)
5. Radio carbon dating seems to prove that the village and the inner circle were built
..................................................... (4 words)
6. The remains of the village are................................................... from Stonehenge. (2-3 words)
7. This village included a large henge .................................................. (3 words).
8. Among the remains of some houses archaeologists found human and animal bones and remains
of .................................................... (5 words)
9. Two houses were different and ................................................... the others. (2 words)
10. Researchers believe that .................................................. at Stonehenge. (4 words)
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Task 2 – Questions 11 - 15
You are going to hear an interview with Audrey and Sam about their travels in Northern Ireland.
For Questions 11-15, finish the sentences by choosing the correct option (A, B, C or D) to make
true statements. You will hear the interview twice. Now you will have two minutes to read the
sentences.
You now have one minute to answer the questions. Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet.
You will receive 2 points for each correct answer.
11. Sam and Audrey report from Northern Ireland
A) heading for Belfast.
B) about their yesterday’s trip to Causeway Coast.
C) visiting Giant’s Causeway.
D) after having visited a distillery.
12. The weather
A) was stormy in Belfast.
B) is nice and clear now.
C) is rainy on the coast.
D) has been changeable.
13. At Bally castle
A) Audrey had fish and chips.
B) She liked the tomato-basil soup because it was
spicy.
C) Sam offered some fish to Audrey.
D) Sam had a pint of Guinness after lunch.
14. After lunch they drove
A) back to Belfast.
B) to Giant’s Causeway.
C) to a whisky distillery.
D) to explore a cave.
15. Giant’s Causeway, a region of massive basalt columns, is
A) a result of a volcanic eruption in Scotland.
B) the greatest natural wonder in the UK .
C) one of the most popular attractions in the country.
D) said to have been built by a Scottish Giant challenged by an Irish
Giant.
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Task 3 – Questions 16 - 20
You are going to hear five teenagers talking about their energy saving challenge. For Questions
16-20, decide which of the opinions summarised in the statements A-G is which person’s opinion.
There are two extra summaries you will not need. You will hear the text twice. Now you will have
one minute to read the summaries A - G.
Now you have two minutes to answer the questions. Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet.
You will receive 2 points for each correct answer.

Speakers
16. The first speaker, Shefali’s opinion
17. The second speaker, Quinten’s opinion
18. The third speaker, Tracy’s opinion
19. The fourth speaker, Aaron’s opinion
20. The fifth speaker, Kiera’s opinion

Summaries
A) You have to realize that by changing a habit of yours it can be the same for others as well.
B) One can help even if they haven’t reached their goal yet.
C) It was a mistake to stop using recyclable bags.
D) Changing your habits is sometimes uncomfortable.
E) Carpooling is the best solution.
F) As short as three days is enough to change habits.
G) Some habits are harder than others to change but they are worth a try.
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